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manual input devices.
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various facial gestures corresponding to distinct classes of sounds. We then develop natural language processing models that
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1

INTRODUCTION

This paper seeks to develop an RF-based assistive technology for persons with voice impairments. In the US, more
than 2 million people require digital Adaptive Alternative Communication (AAC) methods to help compensate for
speech impairments [6]. While various classes of voice impairments exist, we target acquired conditions where
users continue to be able to make facial and lip gestures associated with speech. We aim to learn these gestures
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over time to produce speech in real-time. Our approach applies to a wide range of temporary and permanent
acquired dysphonia (voice disorders) ranging from hoarseness to complete loss of voice that occurs in about 1%
of the global population [5].
While there is rich literature on assistive input-to-speech technologies for speech impairments, state-of-the-art
solutions suffer important limitations. Camera-based [12, 14, 26, 33] visual solutions for real-time lip-reading
require users to constantly be within line-of-sight of a camera, which may not be possible when the user is on
the move. Audio-based assistive solutions [56] only apply to speech impairments where users are able to produce
sounds and struggle in noisy environments. Past work has proposed a variety of face-worn sensors for speech
sensing, particularly in clinical settings, such as magnets attached to the tongue [17], EEG helmets [66] and EMG
electrodes on the face [38]. Assistive text-to-speech innovations require users to provide constant manual input
to the system via keypads [3] or various user interfaces [9] that require training and practice for proficiency.
There remains a gap for an everyday intuitive assistive technology for voice impairments that does not require
external infrastructure, bulky sensors on the face or manual hand input.
We present RFTattoo, the first wireless speech recognition platform for voice impairments through skin-friendly,
wafer-thin, battery-free and stretchable RFID tattoos. We fabricate specialized light RFID tattoos attached to the
skin surface of face at known locations. Each tag is fabricated to be stretchable, flexible, wafer-thin, extremely
light and made with hypoallergenic materials. The tags are designed to be hidden under makeup and extremely
skin-friendly. We track the strain of individual tags over time as they deform in response to motions generated
by different intended sounds. However, it is often the case that certain distinct sounds produce similar facial
movements. To this end, we build natural language processing models that combine identified facial gestures in
context to construct meaningful words and sentences. A detailed user study with 10 users reveals 86% accuracy
in recognizing the top-100 words in the English language.
RFTattoo’s first challenge is to process signals from RFID tattoos to recognize distinct facial and lip gestures
called visemes1 [27], that correspond to sounds the user intends to express. RFTattoo recognizes visemes by
modeling the pure stretch of the flexible tag antenna. An intuitive approach to model tag stretch to infer its impact
on the frequency at which it resonates. Specifically even a small change, say one millimeter, in the electrical
length of an antenna lowers its resonant frequency by as much as 8 MHz in our experiments. Unfortunately, RFID
tags in the U.S. operate in the FCC’s unlicensed 900 MHz band with an effective bandwidth of 26 MHz. This makes
it challenging to accurately capture the large frequency shifts induced by stretch. More importantly, requiring an
RFID reader to hop through all frequencies even within the unlicensed band would be too time-consuming (∼
few seconds) to recognize real-time speech.
RFTattoo addresses this challenge by probing multiple specially tuned RFID tags instead of probing multiple
frequencies at the reader. In particular, we design an RFID tag that advertises the bits of its own current stretch
value even if it is probed at one frequency (e.g. 915 MHz). Our approach to do so attaches multiple RFID chips to
a common antenna, each tuned to multiple sets of specially chosen frequencies. We design the i th chip in the
RFID tag to respond at 915 MHz only if the i th bit of the current stretch of the tag (expressed in millimeters)
is one. In effect, this allows a tag to recover the bits of its own extent of stretch with a single frequency probe,
with a small number of RFID chips per tag – logarithmic in the desired stretch resolution. We formulate a novel
super-resolution optimization algorithm that improves this resolution even further by processing the power of
the received signals across chips. Sec. 4 describes our approach and RFID tag design to retrieve stretch in greater
detail.
A second challenge RFTattoo must address is the dynamic radio environment – changing orientation of the
RFID tags, multipath reflections as well as movement of the user’s body. RFTattoo achieves this through a novel
tag antenna design that isolates the impact of stretch from other aspects pertaining to the radio environment.
1A

viseme is a set of phonemes that look the same, for example when lip reading.
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Specifically we fabricate two co-located RFID antennas with two materials – one stretchable and one nonstretchable. We then compare the signals received across both RFID tags to isolate any effect from the tag location,
orientation and radio environment. Sec. 5 describes the materials and antenna design of RFTattoo tags.
Finally, RFTattoo builds a natural language processing framework to map stretch values of tattoos placed at
different points in the face to recognize words and sentences the user intends to speak. A key challenge in this
regard is the fact that some sounds produce identical facial and lip gestures (visemes) and therefore cause a
high degree of ambiguity in the recognized phonemes. RFTattoo addresses this through two approaches. First,
RFTattoo monitors subtle movements of the user’s tongue through its impact on the magnitude and phase of
the RFID tags on the skin’s surface. We show how this allows for disambiguation of certain phonemes that
produce identical facial movement. Second, RFTattoo leverages a useful property commonly exploited in natural
language processing – the fact that adjacent phonemes are not completely independent but must follow the
English dictionary and rules of grammar. Sec. 6 describes our approach to recognize common words and sentences
at high accuracy, based on these observations.
Limitations: We emphasize a few important limitations of RFTattoo: (1) RFTattoo achieves highest accuracy
when the location of RFID tags on the face are known through a light-weight calibration a priori. This means that
for optimal performance, one must re-calibrate should RFTattoo tags be peeled off and on, or with natural wear.
(2) RFTattoo may miss visemes should specific tags be unresponsive owing to shadowing from the body relative
to the reader. (3) RFTattoo’s accuracy is poor in the face of unknown or untrained words (e.g. less common words
and proper nouns). This is a common problem shared by voice recognition systems [7] (e.g. Siri, Alexa, etc.) as
well as visual lip reading systems [12, 14, 33]. We discuss and evaluate all these limitations in Sec. 8 and Sec. 9.
We implement RFTattoo by building custom tag antennas using stretchable Ag-PDMS conductors on PDMS
substrates connected to three RFID chips. We use a meander-line antenna appropriately impedance tuned to
respond at the 900 MHz ISM band. We use commodity Impinj RFID readers attached to the user’s waist.2 Our
system is attached to the user’s face using hypoallergenic stickers and covered with makeup. We conduct a
detailed user study with 10 users including two users with temporary dysphonia (loss of voice). We also include
results when all users are instructed to mouth words silently. Our results reveal that:
• RFTattoo achieves a median accuracy in stretch of 1.4 mm.
• RFTattoo distinguishes between eleven visemes of the English language [2] at an accuracy of 90%.
• RFTattoo recognizes the most frequently used 100 words of the English language at an accuracy of 86%.
Contributions: Our main contribution is a novel system that recognizes intended speech of users with voice
impairments using light-weight RFID tattoos attached to the face. Our contributions include:
• Algorithms that recognize subtle mm-accurate stretches of the tattoos as well as movement of the tongue by
processing RF-backscatter signals at a handheld reader.
• A natural language processing framework that recognizes various facial gestures associated with speech to
construct meaningful words and sentences.
• A detailed user study that reveals the promise of our approach in recognizing intended speech, even when
users do not make any sounds.

2

RELATED WORK

RFID-based on-body Sensing: Sensor-equipped RFID tags have been used to monitor temperature [71, 79],
moisture [29], or even neural signals [78]. More recent work relies solely on the phase and RSSI of tags to
2 Note

while our implementation uses a relatively bulky 4-antenna RFID reader due to availability of channel state information, our system
relies only on information from only one antenna. Our system will be compatible with much more portable and highly compact readers as
future commercial products become more open.
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accurately track their location [52, 77], including sensing the body skeleton [39], shape [40] and target imaging
[72]. RFID tags have also been used for finger touch tracking by sensing the impedance mismatch between the
tag chip and the antenna [62]. Recent work also utilizes coupling effect of the near-field antennas to distinguish
different materials underlying RFID tags [32]. In contrast to these systems, RFTattoo seeks to infer the stretch of
individual RFID tags at known locations on the user’s face. It does so purely using signals received at a handheld
RFID reader. We note that our system is designed to detect extremely subtle stretches (few mm) that are within
the dimensions of an RFID tag from a handheld commodity single-antenna RFID reader. This is beyond the
purview of state-of-the-art RFID location-tracking solutions and therefore necessitates new solutions.
Stretchable Electronics / Soft Robotics: There have been many recent advances in the use of soft materials
for mechanically robust robots and electronics: crawling robots powered with compressed air [63], electricallypowered soft robots capable of locomotion through confined spaces [35], and self-healing robots that can continue
to walk when their on-board circuitry is severed [55]. Advances in stretchable electronics have enabled soft
circuits with multiple sensing modalities [34, 37, 49, 50], but these typically rely on battery-powered sensors
or an external power supply. Stretchable RFIDs has been explored for strain monitoring [59, 68] and gesture
detection [43, 46] but cannot be applied solely in the 900 MHz ISM band alone (per FCC limits) and are primarily
based on RSSI and therefore vulnerable to multipath in the on-body context. In the HCI community, skin-friendly
tattoos or epidermal electronics [41, 51, 54, 74–76] have been used to provide on-skin user interfaces, which
either operate only in the near-field or require active components on the skin. In this paper, we focus on building
passive, stretchable and flexible RFID tattoo that can sense speech with commercial RFID readers.
Automatic Speech Recognition: Recent research in automatic speech recognition for persons with voice
impairments has explored visual and audio-based strategies [65]. Video-based systems such as lip reading by
camera [12, 14] assume that the user is within the field-of-view of a camera. Audio-based solutions assume the
user is able to make certain audible sounds and therefore do not apply to users with complete dysphonia (loss
of voice). More recent work requires the use of specialized powered sensors to detect speech, for example: (1)
detecting EMG signals when speaking by placing skin surface electrodes at the face [18, 42, 53]; (2) detecting
tongue movements by tracking small magnets pasted on the tongue [17]; (3) detecting imagined speech by using
EEG [20] or nerve signals [57]; (4) detecting air flow as a proxy for speech [28]; (5) detecting mouth movement of
radio reflection using Wi-Fi [70]. These methods can work without any sound production, but either require
intrusive equipment or are limited certain phonemes or words, precluding wide-scale deployment [80]. RFTattoo
complements these approaches by providing a solution that detects a wide range of phonemes with a battery-free
and light-weight RFID-based solution for speech recognition.

3

OVERVIEW OF RFTATTOO

RFTattoo’s primary goal is to infer the speech of the user in real-time based on signals reflected off RFID tags.
We assume the RFID tags are attached as light-weight tattoos on the skin at known locations on the face. We
measure the signals reflected off these tags from a commodity portable RFID reader. We allow the reader to be
portable and not in the line-of-sight of the tags. We measure the magnitude and phase of the signals reflected
off multiple tags from the reader. We then process these signals to measure two physical properties: the stretch
of individual RFID tags, and the position of the tongue. We monitor both these properties over time to classify
between various visemes (facial gestures) the user makes. Finally, we process these visemes to infer the words
and sentences spoken by the user. The rest of this paper describes three key components of RFTattoo (Fig. 1).
(1) Inferring RFID Stretch and Tongue Position: RFTattoo actively measures the stretch of each RFID tag
and the position of the tongue – two key aspects that help recognize speech. RFTattoo infers stretch by monitoring
its effect on impedance due to the fact that a stretched tag is longer and thinner. RFTattoo specifically measures
the frequency response, i.e. the change in magnitude of the reflected signal across frequencies to study this effect.
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Fig. 1. RFTattoo’s Architecture: (1) measures the wireless channel of RFID tattoos; (2) infers stretch bits and tongue position
based on the reflected signal power and phase of multiple three-chip RFID tattoos; (3) feeds the features into machine
learning models to recognize corresponding facial gestures (viseme – see Table.1); images show the corresponding viseme
from the GRID dataset [23]; (4) combines visemes to form meaningful words and sentences by natural language processing.

We measure this property accurately and in real-time despite the limited bandwidth of commercial reader. We
further show how RFTattoo can also infer the position of the tongue through its effect on RFID impedance. Sec. 4
details our solution.
(2) Designing the RFID tags: Next, we show how we can design RFID tags to specifically ease identification of
stretch. We optimize both the material of the tag as well as the design of the antennas. First, the material of the
tags must be optimized for facial skin – designing a material that is too thick will make it inconvenient to wear
and designing one too thin will make it vulnerable to wear after repeated stretches. Our antenna design must
also ensure that it resonates optimally with the RFID reader despite changing impedance when in contact to the
skin and the limited area available on the skin. Sec. 5 describes our approach.
(3) Processing Speech: Finally, given the stretch of individual RFID tags, RFTattoo fuses these measurements to
infer visemes, that are visual gestures of the face produced by different syllables pronounced by the user. We note
that some visemes can be produced by multiple sounds, (e.g. "thee" and "tea" are indistinguishable visually). We
show how we can disambiguate many such sounds using the position of the tongue. Sec. 6 describes our system
that borrows from natural processing techniques to fuse the resulting phoneme measurements into meaningful
words and sentences.

4

PROCESSING RFTATTOO SIGNALS

In this section, we characterize two properties from signals reflected off RFID tags on the user’s face: the stretch
of RFID tags and the position of the tongue.

4.1

Inferring Tag Stretch

Our key approach to monitor tag stretch measures the change in impedance as a result of the tattoo elongating.
Specifically, as tattoos are stretched, its effecting width decreases and length increases, both of which increases
its resistance and reactance. In effect, this causes a change in the resonant frequency of the RFID tag. For ease
of exposition, we first assume the absence of multipath and a fixed relative orientation of RFID tag to the RFID
reader. We will explicitly deal with these challenges later in the section.
Why does resonant frequency shift with stretch?: The resonant frequency of an antenna is the frequency,
where the amplitude is higher than at adjacent frequencies. Stretching an RFID tag changes its antenna’s electrical
length and therefore its resonant frequency. Specifically, as the antenna length increases, the wavelength at
which it resonates also increases meaning that the resonant frequency will shift towards lower frequencies.
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Fig. 2. Simulated data from HFSS (upper) and real data collected by VNA (down) of the resonant frequency shift with
stretch steps of 1mm. Red patch shows the ISM bandwidth
from 902 to 928 MHz. An average of 8 MHz frequency shift
is seen. After just 3.25 mm of stretch, the resonant frequency
goes out of the ISM band. Even within the band, the gain drops
up to 6 dB.

Fig. 3. The i th chip on an RFTattoo tag responds with a
maximum signal power when the i th bit of s is one, where
s is tag stretch. For example, Chip 3 responds when the
3r d bit of stretch is on which corresponds to the possible
stretch of 4, 5, 6, 7 in the figure.

Mathematically, the resonant frequency of a half-wave dipole antenna is written as [19]:
c
1
fr es = √
2 εe L + Le

(1)

where L is the effective length of the half-wave dipole antenna and the Le is the effective elongation of the
antenna as stretching, εe is the effective relative permittivity of the antenna substrate and c is the speed of light
in free-space. The εe can be estimated using the method mentioned from [36]. From this equation, we can see
the resonant frequency is inversely proportional to its electric length leading to a very simple approach to infer
stretch once electric length is found accurately.
Fig. 2 plots the frequency response of a half-wavelength dipole antenna when stretched to different lengths
measured by the VNA and simulated by HFSS. Indeed it is surprising that a stretch of just 1 mm leads to a
substantial resonant frequency shift of 8 MHz. On a positive note, this shows that resonant frequency allows
for obtaining very fine grained values of stretch. However, on the flip side, detecting even an effecting stretch
of a few millimeters will require an order-of-magnitude greater bandwidth when compared to the 26 MHz of
bandwidth available in the 900 MHz ISM band. This motivates a challenging problem – how do identify resonant
frequencies short of sweeping a wide range of frequencies.
How to find the resonant frequency?: A strawman approach to find the resonant frequency is to interpolate
this by measuring RSSI across the available bandwidth at the 900 MHz ISM band (about 26 MHz). This constitutes
a total of 50 hopping frequencies for Gen2 RFID protocol across 902 to 928 MHz (assuming the reactance is
always conjugated with the RFID chip) accommodating a mere 3.25 mm of effective stretch in terms of resonant
frequencies. Outside this range of stretch, we note that one can interpolate the RSSI drop across this small range of
frequencies to infer the resonant frequency outside the FCC band. However, this approach remains vulnerable to
multipath and noise. Further, it is time-consuming taking at least 10 seconds to sweep the 50 available frequencies
with state-of-the-art readers [1].
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RFTattoo finds the resonant frequency by relying on multiple co-located tags instead of multiple widely
separated frequencies to obtain stretch. Specifically, we designing customized tags that all resonate at the 900
ISM band, but only when pulled to specific values of stretch. This means that by learning the distribution of
signal power from the various tags, one can learn the precise distribution of signal power across frequencies.
Mathematically, let t 1 , . . . , tn be designed to resonate at a maximum power when stretched to values s 1 , . . . , sn .
Let P(ti ) denote the power of the signal received from tag ti . Then it is easy to see that the expected value of
stretch s can be directly interpolated from the power of each tag as:
Õ
P(ti )
s=
si Í
j P(t j )
i
The above approach has a unique advantage: it allows for finding the optimal value of stretch instantaneously
without any frequency hopping beyond the FCC bands. However, it also has a notable disadvantage: it requires
multiple co-located tags which can add to the bulk of the system. Indeed, using a larger number of tags can
ensure more accurate system performance, given that it allows resonant frequencies to be more finely sampled.
Indeed, it appears that the number of tags required is linear in the number of discrete resonant frequencies (i.e.
stretch values) that need to be sampled. This leads us to a fundamental question: Can we design a system that
requires a sub-linear number of tags k << O(n) to sample n discrete resonant frequencies?
RFTattoo develops a solution that requires k ∼ O(log n) tags to sample n discrete resonant frequencies. RFTattoo
formulates the question of finding the resonant frequency through a divide-and-conquer approach. Specifically,
let us suppose the optimal resonant frequency f can be represented in k bits (k = ⌈log n⌉). Then we design k tags
each designed to always resonate on a set of multiple frequencies. In particular, the j th tag is designed to resonate
at all frequencies where the jth bit of the resonant frequency index f is one. In effect, this ensures that by simply
reading off the power of the k = ⌈log n⌉ tags, one can infer the true stretch of all tags (see Fig. 3 for an example).
Mathematically, we can write the index of the resonant frequency among n possible values as:
f =

k
Õ

2i−1x i

(2)

i=1

where x i is one if and only if P(ti ) is above a threshold and zero otherwise.
How do we map resonant frequency to stretch?: In practice, resonant frequencies do not lie on discrete
values but vary continuously over a large range of a few hundred megahertz. RFTattoo captures this by noting
that a tag that resonates at a particular discrete frequency will also strongly reflect neighboring frequencies.
Now let use P(ti , f ) denote the power of the signal received from tag ti at f frequency, notice that f is within
the range of 902 to 928 MHz following the Gen2 RFID protocol. This means that we can effectively model the
expected power EP(ti , f |s) by manually measuring the power of each tag P(ti , f ) at specific frequencies should it
be stretched to a value s. We model this expected power by simulating the frequency spectrum for each chip
across a range of stretch values using HFSS [13] that draws from well-known antenna stretch models based on
Poisson’s effect [67] where Poisson’s ratio is 0.5. For example, as depicted in Fig. 2, the orange curve shows the
expected power for the tag with 1 mm stretch value under the FCC frequency spectrum. We observe that the
simulated expected power across stretch values closely aligns with empirical measurements from our prototype
(in Sec. 8). We compute the expected stretch as:
Ö
s̃ = min
|EP(ti , f |s) − P(ti , f )|
(3)
s

i

We then solve this optimization problem using standard sequential least square programming with a zero
stretch of the tattoo as the starting point. We also bound the bandwidth and stretch within the 26 MHz and 50
mm. To achieve the above design we need to fabricate tags that have the ability to resonate at multiple specific
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frequencies. In Sec. 5, we show how RFTattoo achieves this by adding multiple parallel impedances all coupling
to the same chip.
Achieving Super-Resolution: We note that the above optimization problem deliberately models signal power
to achieve high stretch resolution. Specifically, by simply treating whether a chip resonates or not at a specific
stretch value as a binary 0 or 1, one can only resolve stretch at up to 2k discrete values where k is the number of
chips available on the tag. In contrast, as we model the continuous expected power quantity per chip with much
more fined-grained stretch values instead of 2k stretch, one can achieve significantly higher resolution than 2k .
Our results in Sec. 8 show median stretch accuracy of about a millimeter with only three chips per tag.
Impact of Tag Location, Orientation and Multipath: Our discussion thus far does not account for the
unknown location of the RFID reader as well as multipath reflections from various surfaces between the reader
and tag, including the user’s body. In particular, the received signal power from an RFID tag depends upon four
properties: (1) The location of the reader relative to the tag; (2) Signal multipath, including any attenuation and
reflections of the user’s body; (3) The orientation of the tag; and (4) The stretch of the tag. Our goal is to therefore
isolate any received power change due to stretch from all remaining properties.
Our approach to do so attaches an additional RFID chip to the tattoo that is co-located but has a built-in
antenna that does not undergo stretch. Given that this antenna is at the same location as the stretchable tag, it
shares any attenuation across frequency owing to location, orientation and the effect of multipath. Indeed, any
change in signal power across frequencies between this tag and the stretchable tag can be attributed purely to
the stretch of the latter. Sec. 5 describes how we can use different antenna materials to create both stretchable
and non-stretchable co-located tags.

4.2

Finding Tongue Position

RFTattoo uses the position of the tongue to disambiguate certain extremely similar sounds that produce virtually
identical facial expressions, and therefore identical stretch values.
Finding tongue position: At a high level, our approach to find tongue position relies on the fact that the tongue
changes the near-field radio environment of the tags that imposes additional impedance to the tags antenna.
When the tongue moves from upper jaw front to lower jaw front, even though the tags shares the same surface
of skin, the interior structure of the face changes so that the underlying material impedance changes. This would
cause additionally resonant frequency shift apart from the stretch of the tags. We note that since tongue position
is effectively a component of multipath, we only use signal measurements from the stretchable tag and do not use
measurements from the non-stretchable tag. We rely on machine learning models to decouple the effect of tongue
position from other sources of signal multipath. Specifically, we classify tongue positions using Random Forest
at normal resting position, upper jaw front, upper jaw back lower jaw front and lower jaw back, while keeping
the same all other sources of facial movement (see Fig. 10(a)). In Sec. 8.2, we evaluate system performance with
two other candidate classifiers.
Finding the collective spatial arrangements of the tags: Besides the position of the tongue itself, RFTattoo
also processes information from the spatial arrangement of various tags on the face to gather information on
facial expression. We rely on the rich literature on RFID tag localization to do so. Our work specifically relies on
WiSh [40] which allows a single antenna RFID reader to track the spatial shape formed by multiple RFID tags as
they vary in geometry. We note that while the spatial arrangement of tags are valuable, the value of stretch plays
a much more crucial role in determining facial expressions during speech. This is because movements of the face
during speech are subtle, meaning that one has to compute minute changes within the dimensions of a tag itself
to accurately characterize them.
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Fig. 4. RFTattoo’s Antenna Design: (1) Stretchable substrate.
(2) Half-wavelength Dipole. (3) Impedance matching networks
with a sets of high impedance modules. (4) Coupled spacing.

5

Fig. 5. Under stretched RFTattoo sampled from scanning
electron microscope. (a) 300× magnified. (b) 5000× magnified. Small cracks appear between the silver flakes embedded withing the elastomer composite when the tag has
been stretched.

TATTOO DESIGN AND FABRICATION

This section describes our RFID tattoo design and fabrication approach, specifically: (1) The design of the antenna
pattern to fit within the dimensions of the user’s face while providing high signal variations under stretch; (2)
Materials and fabrication methods that maximize durability of the tags while keeping them light and thin.

5.1

Tattoo Antenna Design

Our objective is to design antennas that resonate at multiple frequencies and respond over well-defined bandwidths
when stretched to a specific value. Doing so requires carefully designing the impedance of the RFID circuit.
RFTattoo designs three components of the tag to achieve this: (1) the dipole, which is the physical far-field
component that enables the communication between the tag and the RFID reader; (2) the inductor loop matches
the impedance of the RFID chip; and (3) the coupling section, which transfers power between the dipole antenna
and the inductor loop. We describe how each of these components are designed below:
Designing the dipole to be skin-compatible: RFTattoo uses a center-fed half-wavelength dipole antenna. The
electrical length of a half-wave dipole is half-wavelength of the operating frequency of the antenna. However,
at the 900 MHz ISM band, the physical length of a half-wave dipole is approximately 16 cm, which is too long
for a face tattoo. To reduce the size of the antenna, we adapt the technique of meandering design (see Fig. 4)
that maintains a reduced size with a long reading range [59]. We tune the number of meandering bends of the
antenna in a manner that minimizes antenna loss (i.e. increase trace width), subject to length constraints of the
antenna to resonate at the appropriate frequency.
As we design the dipole antenna, we need to consider the impact on the resonant frequency of the material to
which the tag is attached – the human skin, in our case. Skin has heavy dielectric properties which motivates
the need to appropriately tune the number of meander bends [60]. In our antenna design process, we build an
ANSYS simulation that models the impact of human skin through a multiple substrate layer – containing one
layer of antenna substrate and one layer of a human model provided by ANSYS HFSS. Our simulation is designed
to optimize the performance of the dipole to resonate at 915 MHz. Having said this, in practical experiments, we
observe minor variations in the resonant frequency between different users due to differences in the electric
properties of their skin. Fortunately, the impact of this shift remains consistent across stretch of an RFID tag and
can therefore be calibrated for a priori when the user makes a neutral expression. In Sec. 8, we demonstrate how
our approach generalizes to diverse types of human skin.
Impedance Matching to resonate at many frequencies: An important challenge we face in antenna design
is to make it respond to multiple distinct frequencies. One option is to pack together multiple antennas of different
lengths co-located in the vicinity of an RFID tag. Doing so would clearly be too bulky to attach as a wafer-thin
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tattoo. In contrast, RFTattoo tunes a single dipole antenna to multiple resonant frequencies through a multiple
impedance matching units.
To elaborate, recall that to maximize the power transfer efficiency between the chip and the antenna at a
given resonant frequency, any impedance mismatch should be resolved between these two components. A tag’s
reflection coefficient (Γ) which accounts for the impedance mismatch between the chip and the antenna is given
A
by Γ = ZZCC −Z
+Z A , where Z A is the impedance of the antenna and ZC is the impedance of the chip. To maximize the
efficiency of wireless power transfer to an RFID tag, antenna impedance is tuned to be conjugate matched with
the input impedance of the chip at its center frequency, i.e. Z A = ZC∗ . We note that a matching circuit is necessary
even if an RFID tag is tuned to a single resonant frequency, as it is inevitable that some impedance mismatch
remains between a dipole antenna and chip, no matter how carefully designed.
Notice that while impedance may mismatch between chip and antenna at one particular frequency, it is
simultaneously possible that the impedance could perfectly match at a different frequency. We rely on this notion
to provide multiple resonant frequencies for one chip. In particular, we build a multiple impedance matching
network for each co-located chip. Our method uses a set of parallel inductively coupled loops which can also be
seen as multiple high impedance coupling units for one chip to source the dipole [24]. Each loop is composed
by series LC components and a resistor. Each branch of the series LC components couples with the stretchable
dipole antenna (Fig. 6(a)). Further, each branch of the series LC components also matches the impedance with the
feed terminal at different frequencies shown in Fig. 6(b). The advantage of such an approach is that the input
reactance of the dipole and each loop now is only depends on the loop inductance at the corresponding required
resonant frequency. Thus, we can control the reactance of each loop by carefully designing it to directly match
the reactance of the chip at multiple discrete frequencies so that X loop (f ) + X A (s, f ) = −XC (f ) where X loop , X A
and XC are the reactance of the loop, antenna and the chip respectively. For example, when dipole antenna is
stretched at s 1 , the sum reactance of dipole antenna and the loop (L 1 , C 1 ) will match with the reactance of the
chip at frequency f 1 , while the other loops mismatch at this particular frequency.
Inductively Coupled Spacing to tune bandwidth: Besides the center frequency, RFTattoo
also must tune the bandwidth over which a tag
resonates. This is important since RFTattoo may
need tags respond to a range of consecutive
closely spaced frequencies. RFTattoo achieves
this by tuning the position of the inductor loop
[64]. Recall that this directly impacts the power
transfer between the chip and the dipole via mutual coupling. Specifically, a smaller spacing between the loop and dipole will increase power
transfer efficiency while ensuring a narrower
band tag. RFTattoo therefore achieves varied
bandwidths by adapting the loop-dipole spacing. We further do so differently for each chip to
reserve different desired bandwidths as shown in
Fig.3. Our evaluation in Sec. 7 uses a loop-dipole
spacing of 1 mm, 0.6 mm, 0.01 mm respectively.

Fig. 6. (a) Equivalent circuit of dipole antenna. (b) Equivalent circuit of multiple impedance matching networks composed of parallel
inductively coupled loops. Overall, this figure shows that multiple
parallel coupled loops intend to match with the impedance of feed
terminals (chip) at different frequencies which in turn leads the chip
to resonate at many frequencies (three frequencies shown above).
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5.2

Tattoo Material and Fabrication

This section describes our choice of materials in designing a stretchable RFID tag. A key trade-off that dictates
our choice of materials is the balance between structural integrity and thickness. Thicker tags are more robust to
repeated stretching and maintain integrity, yet are more uncomfortable to attach to skin. We therefore choose
materials that provide the maximum structural integrity possible, while remaining as thin as 0.4 millimeters.
Material Selection of Stretchable Conductor Ink: The stretchable conductor is composed of a percolating
network of electrically conductive filler embedded within a stretchable polymer matrix. Silver (Ag) flakes are
selected as the filler due to their high conductivity (6.3×107 S/m) since this allows for stretchable traces with
low electrical resistance. In addition, the platelet-like geometry of the flakes can reduce the electromechanical
hysteresis of the composite during tensile loading and unloading cycles. We use poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS)
as the polymer matrix due to its low Young’s modulus, high strain limit, and high elastic resilience (i.e. negligible
mechanical hysteresis during loading and unloading). In order to achieve an adequate volumetric conductivity
without sacrificing the elasticity of the matrix, we use a 30% volume fraction of Ag. This allows for a conductive
elastomer composite with reasonable stretchability and conductivity (3000 S/cm). In addition, the printability
of conductive ink is another key property for either fast prototyping or scalable manufacturing. To enable
printability, we use methyl isobutyl ketone (MIBK) or order to reduce the viscosity of ink composite. The detailed
fabrication process of the Ag-PDMS ink composite is presented in the Sec.7.
RFID Tags Fabrication: The RFID tags are compose of stretchable antennas, i.e. Ag-PDMS conductors, on a
stretchable substrates. PDMS is used as the substrate to hold the unsolidified Ag-PDMS ink during curing and
also to support the Ag-PDMS conductive traces during mechanical deformation. PDMS is particularly well-suited
for this since it has an elastic modulus that is similar with human skin and is comfortable to wear. Moreover, the
strong bond between PDMS substrates and Ag-PDMS composite facilitates the integrity of the RFID tags during
mechanical deformation.
Stencil printing is used to pattern the Ag-PDMS and enables fast prototyping of the stretchable RFID tags. A
commercially available Ag-filled conductive epoxy is used to solder the Ag-PDMS antennas with the packaged
RFID chips. Typically, during stretching, there will be stress concentrations at the interface between the stretchable
conductor and rigid RFID chip due to the compliance mismatch between the two. This stress concentration can
lead to mechanical failure. To prevent this, we encapsulate the chip with an additional layer of PDMS in order to
reduce the stress concentration and improve mechanical robustness.
Stretchable tag vs. Non-Stretchable tag: As mentioned in Sec. 4.1, RFTattoo uses a co-located stretchable
and non-stretchable tag to account for location, orientation and signal multipath. While our approach above
details the design of the stretchable tag, we also designed non-stretchable tags. We built the latter using copperbased antenna made from a commercially available flexible PCB (Pyralux FR8510R, DuPont) through solid ink
(wax) based prototyping method [21]. In our experiments, we also use a miniature commercial RFID tag as the
non-stretchable tag to be attached to the center of the stretchable tag.

6

FROM RF SIGNALS TO SPEECH

RFTattoo synthesizes speech by processing the stretch, location and tongue position of various points in the skin
obtained from the RFID tag signals. It first uses this information to classify between various facial gestures called
visemes that are unique to different sounds. RFTattoo then borrows from the rich literature on text-to-speech in
natural language processing to synthesize speech in real-time.
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Table 1. Phoneme to viseme clustering mapping [48]

Fig. 7. Samples of visemes [10]. 12 visemes are used to
map to all possible phonemes including the rest pose.

6.1

Characterizing Visemes

A viseme is a unit of visual speech – more specifically, the visual equivalent of a phoneme (a unit of sound in
speech recognition). Each viseme represents the shape of the face when the user attempts to speak a particular
phoneme [27]. Past work on automated lip-reading have widely used visemes to recognize speech based on video
input[16]. Recognizing shorter visemes as opposed to longer speech segments has several advantages such as
needing less training effort and generalizing well for different speaker identities (speaking styles, accents, etc.).
Choice of Visemes: Phonemes map many-to-one to visemes, because many phonemes can not be distinguished
using only visual cues (e.g. "p" vs. "m" sounds). Phoneme-to-viseme mappings have been constructed mainly by
two approaches: linguistic and data-driven. In this paper, we use the map from [48] obtained through a hybrid
linguistic and data driven approach – a relatively sparse set which worked well experimentally (see Sec. 8). This
map is composed by 38 phonemes and 11 classes (plus a silence class) in Table 1.
Viseme Classification: To classify the different viseme sets, we use the resonant frequency shift property of
the RFID tattoo tag. RFID tattoos are attached to 4 different locations on the persons face: above the upper lip,
below the lower lip, the left cheek and the right cheek. As the person utters the different phoneme sounds, these
tags are stretched by different amounts resulting in diverse set of resonant frequencies. The response of all these
tags are collected to obtain tag stretch as detailed in Sec. 4.
To train the classifier, we extract an extensive set of features mentioned in Table 2, based on the time and
frequency properties of each tag’s response. In particular, these features are extracted from tag stretch, tag and
tongue location as well as normalized RSSI and phase values of each of the tags’ response over time and frequency
(within FCC bins). Notice that stretchable tags and reference tags have weak mutual coupling effect with each
other. Small fluctuations in the RSSI value could occur, before extracting the features, we smooth the raw data
over a 0.05 second time window. We select only the 125 most important features to train the classifier model after
carrying out a set of relevance tests on the initial feature set. We train our classifier using 9 different classification
models: k-Nearest Neighbors, RBF Support Vector Machine, Gaussian Process, Decision Tree, Random Forest,
AdaBoost, Naive Bayes, Gaussian Mixture Model and QDA. We use Random Forest in classifying visemes which
achieves the best accuracy (90%) among classifiers.

6.2

Speech Synthesis

Now we aim to synthesize the speech that the user intends to speak. At each unit of time, we predict a list
of phoneme candidates, derived from the viseme mapping (see Table 1), as well as their likelihood scores.
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The likelihood scores are obtained by our machine learning model, which outputs the predicted viseme with
corresponding probabilities for all possible visemes. Using these phoneme candidates, we can reconstruct words
with ambiguities. We note that despite the 90% accuracy in viseme classification and even upon accounting for
tongue position, the ambiguity of the phonemes could significantly impact speech reconstruction accuracy.
To address this, RFTattoo draws from a salient advantage of natural language processing – adjacent phonemes
and words are not independent – they are limited by the English dictionary and rules of grammar. We leverage
this fact to disambiguate the recognition results and recognized the transcript of what the user intends to speak.
Finally, we synthesize the speech using a public text-to-speech API3 .
During the operation, our recognition algorithm will produce a prediction stream that contains the recognition
result and the corresponding time windows. Each recognition result r k consists a list of phoneme candidates
r k c 1 , r k c 2 , .. and associated likelihoods r k l 1 , r k l 2 , ...
Word & Sentence Segmentation: To perform speech recognition, we first organize the recognized phonemes
into words and sentences, based on their recorded time stamps. Here, a word is comprised of phonemes, and
words compose a sentence. The lengths of pauses between in-word syllables, words, and sentences often vary.
We run a pilot study with four participants and empirically determine the pause thresholds for both word-level
separation and sentence level separation. If the pauses between multiple adjacent phonemes are smaller than the
word/sentence threshold, we group these phonemes into the same word/sentence.
On-the-fly Word Disambiguation: Next, for each set of phonemes constituting a word, we derive a set of
most likely word candidates using a pronouncing dictionary [30]. A pronouncing dictionary defines the mapping
between sequences of phonemes and words. We then need to select one word from each group to assemble
the final sentence. Choosing the words randomly, or even the most likely word per phoneme sequence often
results in gibberish, since the words may not form meaningful sentences in combination. Leveraging this fact,
we build a Bayesian model to evaluate the naturalness of the sentence formed by different word sequences. Let
N (w k |w 1 , w 2 , ..w k −1 ) denote the naturalness score of choosing the word w n among a group G k , given that the
prior sequence w 1 , w 2 , ..w k −1 is determined. The selection of the incoming word Wk∗ is equivalent to finding word
that can maximize:
w k∗ = arg max N (w k |w 1 , w 2 , ..w k −1 ) ∗ l(w k )
wk

(4)

where l(w k ) is the word likelihood score from the earlier viseme recognition.
We use a co-occurrence relation to measure the naturalness. We count the frequencies of m consecutive words
appear in a large document collection, and use these frequencies to indicate the naturalness. In other words, the
more common the word sequence is, the more natural the sequence would be. We measure the co-occurrence in
a sliding window of m consecutive words.
N (w k |w 1 , w 2 , ..w k −1 ) =

m
Ö

p(w k , w k −1 , .., w k −m+1 )

(5)

1

where p(w k , w k −1 , .., w k −m+1 ) is the non-zero frequency of these consecutive words in a large document collection.
If we cannot find a specific consecutive word sequence in the corpus, We set p = 1e −3 to avoid multiplication by
zero. Our implementation sets m = 3 and measures the frequency in Cornell Movie Dialog Corpus [25]. While
our approach is simple and easy to reproduce, a more specific and contextual corpus, such as including sentences
used most commonly in daily conversation can improve performance.
3 https://cloud.google.com/text-to-speech/
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7

IMPLEMENTATION

Hardware of RFID Tattoo: We build the dipole and inductor loop of RFID tattoo using an Ag-PDMS composite to
make the antenna of tattoo maintain high conductivity as well as stretchablity. We use PDMS as the substrate of the
tattoo, which provides up to 45 mm elongation for the selected tattoo dimensions. We use three LXMS31ACNA [8]
chips to embed in each stretchable RFID tattoo (Fig. 8(b)). In our experiments, we use one Xerafy [11] chip as the
non-stretchable reference tag which is placed on the center of each RFID tattoo. After careful fabrication and
multiple interactions of adjustment, our wafer-thin RFID tattoos have a dimension of 80×10×0.5 mm.
Participants in the IRB Study: Consent forms4 for participation in the research study were obtained at the
time of the study, and all participants received a comprehensive description of the experimental procedures. We
hold an active IRB protocol, which allows for attaching RFID tags to monitor bio-signals from human participants.
We test our system with 10 participants from different genders, ages from 24 to 50 and include two participants
who have temporary dysphonia. During the experiments, participants with healthy speech ability are also asked
to speak without sound.
Evaluation and System Setup: We fully implement RFTattoo on an Impinj RFID reader attached to the user’s
waist. We note that we use a relatively bulky 4-antenna RFID reader as it provides wireless channel information
and is readily programmable [40]. Our system however relies on information from only one antenna, allowing
for much more portable and compact commercial readers in future commercial deployments. Our reader uses
frequency-hopping spread spectrum to hop fifty frequencies across 902 MHz to 928 MHz (ISM band) using a
pseudo-random sequence every 200 milliseconds. RFTattoo’s algorithms are implemented in Python in real-time.
The RFID reader is connected with only one single antenna and is carried by the participants. We test the
participants in static and mobile indoor multipath-rich office space with walls, cubicles and furniture. We chose
to attach four customized RFID tattoos on the upper and lower jaw and two sides of mouth which captures the
most significance features of speech [44]. We mount the antenna with different relative distances to the users
face resulting in three different levels of signal-to-noise ratio. Unless specified otherwise, all our experiments
below use a multipath-rich indoor office space with wall and furniture, with the reader along the user’s waist and
often in non-line-of-sight relative to tattoos on the face.
Calibration Procedure: Unless specified otherwise, prior to the experiments, the participants are involved in
doing a light-weight calibration where the relative location of RFID tags on the face are calculated and calibrated
a priori. This means that the system is re-calibrated should RFTattoo tags be peeled off and on, or with natural
wear. Also, we ensure that antennas of adjacent tattoos do not overlap with each other have a gap of at least
3 mm between them. Once participant attaches the four tags to their face, they are asked to rest in place and
speak three words to test the signal level of the chip responses. Since the tags are specifically designed to operate
on human skin, if the tags are not properly attached to the skin, the tag response level will be weakened and
limit the communication distance of our system. We also calibrate for a priori when the user makes a neutral
expression to mitigate minor variations in the resonant frequency between different users due to differences in
the electric properties of their skin. The whole process requires less than 2 minutes. We report our accuracy for
cases where per-user prior calibration or training was not performed in Sec. 8.4.
Data Management: We split all collected data into separate random training and testing data with the size ratio
to be 4:1 [45, 47]. We evaluate a score of the training dataset using cross-validation over five folds for overfitting
analysis. Then we train our model using the training dataset. Once we have our trained model, we predict and
evaluate the accuracy of the testing dataset without using cross-validation. In the paper, all accuracy is testing
accuracy.
4 This

work does not raise any ethical issues
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Fig. 8. (a) Rotary system for stretch evaluation of RFTattoo. (b) RFID Tattoo.

8

RESULTS

We first present our results from two microbenchmarks evaluating stretch and tongue position. We then evaluate
the performance of our speech recognition system at three different levels: viseme, word and sentence.

8.1

Accuracy of Stretch

Method: We evaluate the accuracy of stretch on RFID Tattoos via a rotary system [4] which can control the level
of stretch with a resolution of 5 µm. We manually clamp the two ends of the tattoo ensuring that it experiences
exactly zero stretch force (just in the rest) when the stretcher shows zero on the scale. We then use the rotary
system to stretch the RFID tattoo from 0 (in the resting state) to 30 mm in steps of 1mm. We repeat the experiments
many times in different settings by placing the RFID reader in varying orientations with respect to the tattoo
to emulate multipath and non-line-of-sight. As we stretch the stretchable RFID tattoos, we also co-locate our
non-stretchable tattoos with the stretchable one, in order to isolate the stretch effect from the radio environment
impact. We model the expected power by monitoring the response from each chip, where each RFID chip transmits
its own unique pre-defined identification number following the standard RFID protocol. Further, we map the
power to stretch by leveraging the ability of the tag to resonate at multiple discrete frequencies (see Sec. 4).
Results: We stretch the RFID tattoo from 0 to 30 mm. Fig. 10(a) shows the accuracy of stretch inference. We
notice that RFTattoo achieves a 1.2 mm accuracy in stretch at the RSSI range of -40 to -45 dBm at around 30 cm
distance between tattoo and reader. Further, our system drops in accuracy to 1.9 mm accuracy at lower RSSI
(below -50 dBm) at around 1.2 m. We evaluate the tattoo’s stretchability no further than 30 mm, since common
facial movement produces an average stretch of 25 mm. Our RFID reader can successfully decode the response
from the RFTattoo tag at a minimum of -72 dBm of RSSI which supports RFTattoo tags to be read from up to 2.5
meters away. During the experiment, we notice that as the RSSI reduces owing to the range or poor orientation,
the inference accuracy drops. Since our inference model depends highly on power monitoring, we notice that a
further-away tag may not respond at some resonant frequencies. One could achieve higher range performance
by optimizing the material used for the RFID tags or using multiple RFID readers.

8.2

Tongue Positioning Accuracy

Method: RFTattoo uses tongue positions to distinguish between certain phonemes that are produced with the
same facial gesture. We classify tongue positions using the resonant frequency shift of the RFID tattoo due to
the near-field effects induced by the changes in tattoo’s proximate environment, i.e., the tongue, as described
in Sec. 4.2. We test this by classifying five tongue positions: (1) normal resting position, (2) upper jaw front:
the tip of the tongue touching the base of the teeth on the upper jaw, (3) upper jaw back: the tip of the tongue
touching the upper jaw ceiling, (4) lower jaw front: the tip of the tongue touching the base of the teeth on the
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Table 2. Feature Set used by RFTattoo.

Minimal Features Specialized Features
Mean, Variance, SD
Sample Entropy
Length
FFT Coefficients
Max, Min
Aggregated FFT
Longest strike
Wavelet Transform
above/below mean
coefficients
Variance > SD
Energy ratio by chunks
Linear trend
Mean absolute
change
(absolute value, slope)
Skewness
Time series complexity
Quantile
% of
( 5%,15%,85%,95%)
reoccurring values

Fig. 9. Unwrapped phase of the reflected signal from four RFID
chips in different RFID tattoos. The phase relationship changes
with different tongue positions due to the impedance variation.
We feed this as one of the raw data into feature extraction. See
details in Sec. 4.2

lower jaw, and (5) lower jaw back: the tongue rolled inwards with the tip touching the lower jaw floor. Fig. 10(b)
visualizes the different tongue positions. Our experiments were performed by requesting the users to keep the
mouth slightly open allowing enough room for the tongue movement.
Results: Fig. 10(b) shows the confusion matrix for the Random Forest Classifier achieving an accuracy of 92%.
Adaboost and Naive Bayes classifier also achieved similar accuracy on average. We have seen that our system is
less sensitive to distinguish the position between the upper and lower jaw front, only one tag on both upper and
lower jaw may be the reason to have lower accuracy. Fig. 9 shows the phase of the signal from different RFID
chips while the tongue is moving among five tongue positions. We observe that the tongue can significantly
influence the signal due to the impedance variation introduced to the RFID tattoos.

8.3

Accuracy of Viseme Classification

Method: To classify visemes, we collected an extensive set of RFID tattoo responses corresponding to the 38
phoneme classes from our test subjects. Remember that multiple phoneme classes belong to a single viseme
class. In particular, the 38 phonemes can be grouped into 11 viseme classes. Our initial classification model was
built based on the phoneme classes, but we realized that the phonemes belonging to the same viseme class were
difficult to differentiate for reasons discussed in Sec. 6.1. We then decided to use the best representative phoneme
from for each viseme class and build our classifier based on them. This is because once we have a viseme class,
we can rely on our natural language processing framework to produce the word and sentence by feeding the
likelihood of the candidate visemes to it. The details of the classifier are described in the Sec. 6. We ensured that
our data set contained a mixture of responses corresponding to both facial gestures accompanied by sound and
just the facial gestures by having the test subjects to utter the viseme without generating any sound.
Result: We trained our system on 9 classification models (see Sec.6.1) and select the best five classifier (shown
in Fig.11(a)). Our Random Forests model gives the best performance with an average accuracy of 90% followed
by Naive Bayes (84%) and Decision Tree (72%). Initial results based on phoneme classification revealed that it is
difficult to differentiate between phonemes belonging to the same viseme solely based in the time and frequency
response of the RFID tattoos. This is due to the inherent similarity of the phonemes belonging to the particular
viseme class, that is, these phoneme sounds are generated with the same facial gesture and tongue position,
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Fig. 10. (a) Stretch Accuracy: RFTattoo achieves a 1.4 mm median accuracy in stretch inference (Facial muscle movement has
an average stretch of 25 mm.) (b) Tongue positioning: RFTattoo achieves 92% mean accuracy in classification of five tongue
positioning. Index 0 to 4 represent tongue positions at: normal resting position, upper jaw front, upper jaw back, lower jaw
front, lower jaw back. (c) Confusion matrix of 11 visemes: RFTattoo achieves an average test accuracy of 90%.

there by producing almost the similar amount of stretch and impedance change in the RFID tattoos. This led to
a low classification accuracy when classifying phonemes mapping to the same viseme for each of the models,
albeit a good accuracy classifying phonemes mapping to different visemes. We then chose the best representative
phoneme for each of the viseme class and trained the classifier based on them. Fig. 10(c) shows the confusion
matrix for the Random Forest Classifier based on the dataset collected across users. While almost all the viseme
classes can be classified with sufficiently large accuracy, class VU (corresponding to the "u" sound) has a low
accuracy due to the nature of the stretch it produces on different face structures. While at first glance, it would
appear that the Viseme class VU will produce the most distinct response as it generates the maximum facial
distortion, upon taking a closer look we find that this distortion is highly dependent on the user’s specific face
structure. This is not an issue with other viseme classes as the facial distortion is generally consistent across
users with diverse face structures. Another observation from our results is that the classifier performance is
virtually unchanged by the presence or absence of sound.

8.4

Accuracy in the Word Classification

Method: Although the viseme classification produced a substantially high accuracy, we observed that mapping a
combinations of visemes to a word purely by stitching together the responses of different viseme candidates proved
to be relatively unreliable. This is partly because the probability of an error in the word increases exponentially
with the number of phonemes it is composed of. However, such an approach would ignore the structure of the
English language, where certain words are more common than others and certain combinations of phonemes
are valid while others are not. This led us to building classifier system at the word-level to feed the candidate
word likelihood to the NLP layer. Our vocabulary dataset is composed of 100 most commonly used words in
English. To evaluate the impact of the size of vocabulary on the accuracy, we randomly select 10, 20, 30, 40,
50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100 words in our vocabulary dataset and follow our dataset management to split the words
into non-overlapping training and testing datasets. We use the same model feature configuration to train all the
models for different sizes of vocabulary. We notice that different words may have varying accuracy that impacts
our system, so we repeat the experiment over 100 iterations for each size of the vocabulary. Apart from the most
commonly used words, we also incorporate a good mix of monosyllabic, disyllabic and tri-syllabic words to
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Fig. 11. (a) Accuracy in predicting viseme classes for selected classifiers: Random Forest, Decision Tree, Naive Bayes, kNN
and SVM. (b) Confusion matrix of 100 words classification. RFTattoo achieves an average test accuracy of 86%. (c) Accuracy
in sentence construction.

train the classification model. As in the tests for viseme classification, we ensured that the dataset contained the
responses corresponding to facial expressions accompanied with sound and without sound.
Result: We trained our classifier based on the 10 classifiers listed in the previous section. We achieve an average
test accuracy of 90% based on Random Forest classifier followed by 67% on Decision trees with a size of 50
words vocabulary dataset. We achieve an average accuracy of 86% with a size of 100 words. Fig. 11(b) shows
the confusion matrix obtained on one of the test dataset containing a good mix of all the 100 words uttered in
different ways (with/without generating sound). We observe that one word is nearly recognized to be a different
word, that is because of the lack of speech context, which led to our NLP solution. It should also be noted that
a good proportion of words can be accurately classified since the utterance of a word generates a much richer
time and frequency response owing to the longer time series containing instances of multiple stretches. Fig. 12(a)
shows our system performance versus the size of vocabulary from 10 to 100 words with a step size of 10. We
observe that our system accuracy drops when the vocabulary size gets larger. One possible solution to that is to
use more RFID chips that resonate at more fine-grained discrete frequencies to model the stretch.
The Effect of Misalignment: We have tested our system on previously untrained speakers, where no precalibration is performed before the experiments. We observe a 72% accuracy over the above 50 words using our
trained model based on Random Forest classifier.
Different Types of Users: We achieve an average accuracy of 86% among 10 users. Participants who have
temporary dysphonia have a very similar accuracy of 85%. During the experiments, we also observe an average
accuracy of 87.1% and 86.9% for participants speaking with sound and without sound.
Number of Reader Antennas: We conduct an experiment to evaluate the impact of the number of RFID reader
antennas. Specifically, we collect 20 words using a single antenna and four antennas connected to the RFID reader.
The four antennas are arranged in line with 5 cm spacing. Again, we follow our dataset management mechanism
to obtain the training and testing dataset (described in Sec. 7). In Fig. 12(c), we show the prediction accuracy
versus the number of reader antennas, we got 93.1% and 97.2% accuracy when using a single antenna and four
antennas. To process the data from four antennas, we individually feed raw data from different antennas into the
prediction model and average the accuracy across all the antennas. We observe a higher accuracy when using
four antennas since multiple antennas give us richer spatial diversity in the RFID tags reading (higher overall
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Fig. 12. Accuracy (%) vs. (a) Vocabulary Size; (b) user’s orientation; (c) number of reader antennas.

response rate of the tags and better spatial resolution). In the rest of our evaluation, we obtain results using a
single reader antenna, given that it allows for more portable and cost-effective platforms.
The Effect of User Orientation: We ask users to face the reader antenna with three different orientations:
front, top and right. We collect 20 words for each orientation and use them as testing data. In Fig. 12(b), we show
that our system is robust at most of the orientations. While we get 85.3%, 87.2% and 85.8% towards different
orientations, we also observe that at some orientations, the accuracy dips when multiple RFID tattoos experience
extreme shadowing from the human body.
Mobility / Body Position: We conduct an experiment where users are moving with walking speed (sim 1 m/s)
and the relative position between the tattoos and the reader antenna changes over time. We collect 20 words
and use them as testing data and predict the word accuracy using our trained model of 100 words. We observe a
76.5% accuracy while the users are moving at walking speed versus accuracy of 86% when the user is static.

8.5

Accuracy in Sentence Construction

Method: We conducted a pilot experiment for the sentence construction in a regular office space. We first request
participants to wear four RFID tags in a way they feel comfortable. We then asked participants to speak three
warm-up words to get familiar with the system. We also perform a calibration phase per-user (see Sec. 7). During
the experiment, we presented each participant a paper sheet and asked them to read the sentences on the sheet
without sound, 10 repetitions for each sentences (to measure system variance). We performed two types of
experiments: (1) First, the sentences on the sheet were among twenty candidate sentences often used in daily
conversations with the pool of sentences known to RFTattoo a priori. (2) Second, the sentences are arbitrary
chosen grammatically correct sentences that span 4 words to 10 words, the typical range of sentence lengths in
English speech [58], with the pool of sentences spoken by the user not known a priori to RFTattoo. At the end of
the experiment, we helped the participants remove the RFID tags and provided alcohol-soaked cotton swab to
help participants clean the glue residue.
Result: Figure 11(c) illustrates the sentence level recognition accuracy of RFTattoo. We first observe that for
the 20 commonly used sentences in day-to-day use known to our system, RFTattoo shows an average of 91%
accuracy. In contrast, the raw recognition accuracy for sentences unseen by RFTattoo is 35.7%. Integrating natural
language processing based correction further boosts the average accuracy to 53.2%. We note that this is within
the performance range for unknown sentences of state-of-the-art vision-based lip-reading software that requires
line-of-sight (e.g. 46.8% in [22]). We also find that RFTattoo works better for longer sentences, which contains
more contextual information. Our results reveal that RFTattoo holds promise in reconstructing sentences for
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users with voice impairments. Our accuracy can be further improved over time with more data to tune to the
user’s particular speaking habits.

9

LIMITATIONS

Calibration: RFTattoo requires a light-weight calibration step to be performed a priori. To achieve optimal
system performance, one must re-calibrate should RFTattoo tags be peeled off and on, or with natural wear. We
describe the details of the procedure in Sec. 7
Extreme shadowing: Due to the 2-D dipole antenna used by RFID tags, RFTattoo tags may experience shadowing
due to the human body at certain orientations of the tag relative to the reader. This can in part be circumvented
by attaching more RFID tattoos to the user’s face.
Words out of the vocabulary dataset: RFTattoo has poor accuracy in predicting the untrained words. This is
a common problem shared by voice recognition systems as well as lip-reading systems.
Sensing and Computational Latency: Our current RFTattoo prototype has an end-to-end refresh rate of
around 0.8 Hz which is 48 words per minute, running on MacBook Pro. The window size for RFTattoo feature
extraction is set to be 1 second. On average, the stretch inference and feature extraction takes 0.24 second in
total, the output of our prediction model for a 4-word sentences takes 5.2 milliseconds. The Impinj RFID reader
can process 3000 readings per second. We note that our end-to-end latency can be improved with better compute
infrastructure at the edge.
Communication Range: RFTattoo has a limited communication range up to 2.5 meters. The reason is two-fold.
First, human skin has lossy dielectric material properties, which means the range performance of the RFTattoo
tags are highly associated with the permittivity and conductivity of the skin. Further, we note that the electrical
properties of the human body can vary from person to person. RFTattoo shows excellent performance when the
RFID reader is around the waist. Second, RFTattoo infers the tag stretch based on the response of the different
resonant chips, and its range is a function of the choice of material of the tag. One could achieve a higher range
performance by optimizing the material used for the RFID tags or using blind beamforming techniques [73].

10

DISCUSSION

Facial Expressions: Many other facial movements other than talking can also affect the face, such as expressions
(e.g., a smile), eating and drinking. This is also a well-known challenge for visual lip-reading techniques. Indeed,
recognizing the type of facial expression itself remains a challenge for lip-reading systems [61]. Past work has
relied on specialized features such as the movement of lip corners to distinguish between similar expressions,
e.g., posed versus genuine smiles [31]. While the scope of RFTattoo is restricted to speech recognition, designing
RFID tattoos which can perform advanced expression sensing by sensing the stretch of lip corners and beyond
remains an open challenge for the future work.
Interference in the 915 MHz Band: We test our system where only one RFID reader is present in the environment. Our system is at least as resilient as standard RFID systems since we use commercial RFID chips within our
RFID tattoos. As with any wireless system, the presence of interfering sources in the shared 915 MHz band can
cause a reduction in the performance of RFTattoo. We believe future implementations of RFTattoo can benefit
from the rich literature on RFID interference cancellation [69].
RFID Tattoo Signal Collisions: RFTattoo uses commercial RFID chips which fully run the standard commercial
RFID protocol (EPC Gen2 UHF RFID protocol). This protocol inherently mitigates collisions due to the presence
of a large number of RFID tags based on Slotted Aloha. Indeed, the signal collision gets worse if the environment
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presents massive RFID tags, like the warehouses. One potential method is to pose SELECT queries [15] on RFID
readers to which only a user-defined group of RFID tags respond to the RFID reader. For now, our RFID reader
can process 100 RFID tags simultaneously with 3000 tag readings per second.
RFTattoo System Cost: The cost of each RFID tattoo is similar to the commercial RFID tag. While the RFID
reader used in our experiment cost around $1500, there are cheaper RFID readers ($200) available in the market.
We envision that RFID reader chips will be integrated with personal devices such as smartphones to preserve
user privacy.

11

CONCLUSION

This paper presents, to our knowledge, the first system that recognizes intended speech of users with voice
impairments using light-weight RFID tattoos attached to the face. We present algorithms that recognize subtle
stretches of the tattoos as well as movement of the tongue by processing signals reflected off the tags received
at a handheld RFID reader. Our system then builds a natural language processing framework that recognizes
various facial gestures associated with speech to construct meaningful words and sentences. We present results
from a detailed user study that reveals the promise of our approach in recognizing intended speech, even when
users do not make any sounds.
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